NOTE:

1. GRATE SHOWN IS NEENAH R-3362 TYPE "L". SIMILAR GRATES BY OTHER MANUFACTURERS MUST BE APPROVED BY THE COUNTY PRIOR TO USE.
2. REQUIRED FRAME IS NEENAH R-3362-1 (SINGLE) OR R-3363-1 (DOUBLE). SIMILAR FRAMES BY OTHER MANUFACTURERS MUST BE APPROVED BY THE COUNTY PRIOR TO USE.
3. GRATE SHOWN FLAT FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY.
4. ALSO SEE INLET BOX, TYPES 13 & 16 DETAIL

TYPE 16 GRATE for Public and Private Structures

Adams County Public Works Engineering
4430 S. ADAMS COUNTY PKWY. BRIGHTON, CO 80601

Adams County Public Works Construction Insp.
4430 S. ADAMS COUNTY PKWY. BRIGHTON, CO 80601
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